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Artificial Intelligence 
is ancient history
“every aspect of learning ... can in 
principle be so precisely described that 
a machine can be made to simulate it.” 

- John McCarthy, 1955 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you Kris As you just heard Randstad is both a heavy user of AI for its own business, and keeping a close eye on the global AI talent shifts to be able to best serve its clients They are an organisation that supports its clients finding the best talent – so they have a deep need to see what the exciting future brings. We will switch from the future into the past for a moment… AI is in actual fact ancient history. In 1955, this man, John McCarthy first spoke of "artificial intelligence." This concept, he suggested, could mirror every facet of learning so well that machines could be its echo. Today, so much of what we take for granted in our daily lives stems from machine learning. Data science, AI – whatever you want to call it. Every time you use a navigation app to get from point A to point B, use dictation to convert speech to text, or unlock your phone using face ID ... you're relying on AI.  And companies across all industries are relying on—and investing in—AI to improve customer experience, increase efficiency, empower employees and so much more.  In banking, ACompanies like yours are moving fast: in healthcare, AI is crafting personalized care plansI tailors financial adviceAnd in telco, AI is transforming customer service Despite the long history of AI, when it comes to making the most of AI’s full potential, most organizations are barely scratching the surface.  If you're thinking about integrating AI into your customer experiences, your cx analytics or somewhere else you are probably already know you will need to justify your time, budget and investments What we see working well, what you already know from your Experience programs equally applies to AI use cases, 3 stepsidentification of the customer needShowing a strong business case, demonstrating clear financial benefits Identifying quick wins to show the potential for wider deployment You know how to do this, it’s what you are doing every day already in your cx programs This isn't just a technological revolution; it's a complete reshaping of customer experiences.  Bringing together the possibility of a more human, more natural experience with the blend of technology and talent.  



LEADERS
FOLLOWERS

STARTERS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Attaining AI maturity is now a cornerstone for securing a competitive advantage through an improved CX A quick show of hands Raise your hands if your organisation has experimented with AIKeep your hands in the air if those experiments have been switched to be permanently onKeep your hands raised if your AI initiatives have been deployed at scaleAnd finally, keep your hands raised if AI is now seen as central to your business, or has resulted in a significant change in how you run your business  Analysis shows, roughly 1/3 of companies qualify as major players in AI. These include Leaders(10-15%), Followers (25%) while a significant 60% are still at the experimental stage with average capabilities. This journey is not just about technological, AI and data but it hinges on seamlessly blending these elements with an organization's strategy, talent pool, and culture..  There are two dimensions that drive this process: foundational capabilities, which include cloud platforms and data architecture, do you have your house in order are the basics there in place to build upon?is your data good enough quality to use?Is your data freely available to use? differentiation capabilities, encompassing your organisation’s AI strategy and fostering an innovative culture that supports experimentation, investment and adoptiondo you have good ideas to run with?does your organisation empower you?  Tech companies naturally lead in AI maturity, other industries like life sciences and telecommunications are rapidly catching up.  What’s slowing some companies down?  In Financial services and healthcare it’s regulatory barriers and as you just heard, a shortage of skilled AI professionals.  In other industries it’s also lack of skills, and potentially lack of budget or internal support. Despite these hurdles, there lies a tremendous opportunity for AI growth across all sectors. AI Leaders have crossed a critical threshold, transitioning from isolated AI experimentation to applying AI at scale to address vital business challenges. Today, they are 3.5 times more likely than Starters to witness their AI-influenced revenue exceed 30% of their total revenue.  



Promote from 
the top Invest in talent AI capabilities

Ethics Balance now and 
the future
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So great to see so many of you already looking at how CX and AI can come together to create better experiences, happier customers and ultimately better financials.   We have looked into this and tried to analyse just what it is that the successful companies are doing right.  They have mastered the intricate balance between the science and the art of AI We have narrowed it down to 5 key factors Success Factor 01 – Leadership bought inAI needs to be championed across the whole organisationBacked by full leadership (>80% of the most successful companies we identified had formal senior sponsorship)Why is this needed?Mandate – the freedom to build and experimentResources – budget and peopleI know a company that is training tens of thousands of its workforce to be AI experts and investing billions in AI M&A – a huge recognition of the importance of AI to the future of business  Success Factor 02 – TalentA common thread in this breakout sessionAI proficiency must start at the top and permeate throughout the organizationOver three-quarters of companies performing best in this space have mandatory AI training for their employees, compared to ~50% in the follower groups percentages in other groupsWhy is this needed? Why not keep it to a smaller team?This commitment to building AI literacy results in a workforce with higher competencies in AI-related skills. Innovative talent strategies, as championed by Randstad across the world create teams across all departments to can adopt AI into their daily routinesCompanies need AI talent strategies to stay at the forefront You heard from Kris who showed just how critical this is.  Success Factor 03 – Industrial AI Capabilities What does this mean? It’s building your AI core: an operational data and AI platformWe have a dedicated private AI we use to Write CX survey scriptsAnalyse feedback and trendsWrite codeAnd for years we have been using AI to accurately determine the NPS of people who can’t or won’t respond to requests for feedback.  Our clients are using this synthetic data to boost retention and improve experiences for those we calculate are silently unhappy, and grow revenues and referrals from those we calculate are silently happy.  Your AI core needs to integrate AI into your company's operational fabric, Building a good embedded foundation, management processes and governance It can’t be a standalone, it needs to be an easy habit for people to adopt in the day to dayFor example - Today we’re working with clients to harvest massive amounts of web reviews and feedback data on themselves and their competitors to understand the highs and lows of the market – and find new ways to differentiate – delivering these insights straight to their desktops  Success Factor 04  - Responsible AI by design Today, more than ever, and rightly so, ethical considerations are paramountRegulation is coming already – and how this plays out depends a lot on how companies act todayWe see that the leading companies in AI are over 50% more likely than their peers to embed responsibility in their AI design.  Why is this a good ideaMitigates riskCreates sustainable value  - stableGets bigger and faster stakeholder (and customer) buy inYou have I am sure all seen horror stories about AI put in front of customers without the right level of thinking, testing or forethought.  AI automatically rejecting job applications from the over 55Chatbots that swear and criticise the company that deployed themAnd my favourite – AI recipe engine that suggested mouth-watering recipes that including chlorine gas, glue sandwiches and rice with bleach.  What a feast.It’s still early in the journey for many companies, including ours, and companies have work to do to put the right level of control, oversight and governance to support innovation without stifling it.  Lastly, Success Factor 05 – prioritising short AND long term There is no finish line in your AI journeyLeaders in this space are not just excelling in technical capabilities; they are redefining organizational culture, talent development, and strategic vision. They show us that success in AI is a continuous journey, one that requires dedication, innovation, and a deep understanding of both the science and art of AI. Most companies need to aggressively increase their spending on data and AI to avoid being left behindHow justify this shift? Demonstrating quick wins unlocks more investment for future activitiesToday we work with clients using AI to mine their data to identify not just the CX needs but the financial ROI for making improvements large and small – feeding their roadmap  These 5 things are hopefully not earth shattering news for you In this room you are used to doing most of this type of thing already.   You push and challenge your leaders, you get the budgets, you build better for customers, you build responsibly and you use success to build bigger next time.   The only difference is including AI in the mix. The discipline and customer first attitude exhibited by all CX teams is an asset to ensuring a positive outcome for AI being embedded across the customer journey.

https://ftgs.sharepoint.com/:i:/r/sites/Operations/Shared%20Documents/MARKETING/Image%20library/Images/Business-Capabilities/AdobeStock_188051946.png?csf=1&web=1&e=0LbeAe
https://ftgs.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/Operations/EcPmLIcoOgRHmABXJbchLtMB1i8VZgqt11koz-UrXtHCEg?e=zKBpLU
https://ftgs.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/Operations/ETJBUqqIcCBEvZIcFkxKYtcBRtS4JbCF7NeFgwkY9ZbPpQ?e=qjRiS6
https://ftgs.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/Operations/EXMP95kplTFFk-CObIvfvDsBnJAf15XkGZ30ZuTd1O1lEA?e=HtULB9
https://ftgs.sharepoint.com/:i:/s/Operations/EaQLZsSaRohKvj0xWMesHZoBucvPs_U9KGvPpLbBd0cpDA?e=HF8gS0


Sensing Simplification ScaleSignificance
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we have looked at the trends, maturity and success factors.  Next I want to spend a minute on how customer centric principles can be applied to AI adoption We identified 4 distinct themesSensingSignificanceSimplificationScale Sensing.  Listening, hearing and acknowledging that we are in CX dealing with people, not customers.People with messy, chaotic, exiting and busy lives, changing needsPeople with so much else going on outside of their dealings with your companyHere AI is helping in many waysUnearthing new insights and trends, especially those emerging from society's fringesenabling businesses to create data models that provide a deeper, holistic understanding of individual customers.We helped a client using AI analytics to understand just what about it’s retail redesign was upsetting the customers and impacting sales. A quick fix to their layout recovered their revenues SignificanceIs what you have designed relevant for the customer? Right experience, right timing, right touchpoint?Using AI, companies can shift from standard fixed experiences to dynamic, real-time solutions, tailored and better content recommendations? Companies are using AI’s horsepower to rapidly ideate and protoype – it’s a great example of humans providing relevance, responsibility and quality which the machines can do a lot of the heavy liftingWe have a client who after identifying needs implemented a real-time location tracker for it’s concrete delivery trucks, allowing construction sites to know exactly when the critrical deliveries would arrive  SimplificationBeyond significance, the overall experience—from purchase to service—must be exceptional, intuitive and well orchestrated. We all know that.Leading companies address complexities by simplifying internal processes, breaking down silos, and automating where it makes sense We have a client who is using AI to analyse determine what to say to clients when closing the loop, simplifying the conversation and coming prepared with solutions  ScaleScaling for growth.  Scaling at Speed.Best practice - Companies regularly re-evaluating the relevance to their customers of legacy products, these companies achieve higher revenue growth. AI is instrumental here, redefining end-to-end processes and creating new opportunities. It allows employees to focus on more creative and strategic roles while machines handle transactional tasks.This approach is not just about technology; as already mentioned it's about seeing customers as individuals, staying relevant, simplifying experiences, and scaling growthWe have helped a leading delivery company with AI to detect vulnerabilities in their customer base and adapt their processes – they now wait longer at the door when delivering in case the homeowner is less able to get to the door quickly 



Strategic AI for 
enhanced customer 
experience

Building a data and 
AI framework 
focused on CX

Talent development 
with a customer-
centric approach

Responsible AI with a 
customer focus

How is your executive leadership 
integrating data and AI strategy 
with your organization's customer 
experience objectives?

How does your cloud platform and 
technology strategy facilitate and 
improve customer interactions 
through AI?

Is your strategy for enhancing data 
and AI literacy among your 
employees aligned with improving 
customer experience?

Do you have a framework for 
responsible data and AI usage that 
emphasizes transparency, trust, 
and ethical considerations in 
customer interactions?

How are you evaluating AI 
initiatives for their potential to 
enhance customer experience, 
how are these initiatives prioritized 
to align with your company's 
customer-centric goals?

Have you developed an enterprise-
wide data platform with strong 
management & governance, 
tailored to meet CX needs?

Do you have a strategic talent 
model that focuses on developing 
AI expertise specifically for 
advancing customer experience?

Are you consistently applying 
responsible AI practices 
throughout the lifecycle of your AI, 
ensuring they contribute positively 
to customer experience?

Are you allocating sufficient 
resources to develop AI solutions 
that are specifically aimed at 
improving CX, and how effectively 
are you leveraging partnerships?

Are your data science and machine 
learning teams aligned and 
integrated in projects that directly 
impact customer experience 
throughout the AI solution 
lifecycle?

How much emphasis is placed on 
fostering data and AI fluency 
among senior leaders and 
employees to drive better 
customer outcomes?

How are you staying ahead of AI-
related legal & regulatory changes 
to ensure compliance & safeguard 
customer trust?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 years ago there was already strong evidence that scaling AI beyond proofs of concept had a significant impact on ROI.Companies that are thriving have their foundations done, good data, data in the cloud, AI in the mixBut AI isn’t their secret to superior performance. It’s how they’re approaching AI that makes them different. They’ve established that AI maturity  As you have seen and heard from Kris and I, AI is not a tech story. It’s a people+tech story. It’s a talent story. It’s how we use this new, exciting, powerful technology responsibly to make human experiences better, faster than before in ways we might not yet be able to even imagine…  This is a purposefully busy slide – the last one Organizations should be asking questions today to assess their own AI maturity. To help get started here are some questions for you and your leaders, according to our maturity assessment.  Feel free to a photo to look at later. As AI technologies used in CX analyticsexperience design and the very experiences themselves the future of all businesses is going to look very different—some will lead the change, and some will be subjected to it.  Those who transform CX with AI most successfully will be the ones whose ‘future ready’ talent master the art of AI maturity, using cloud as the enabler, data as the driver and AI as the differentiator.  From both of us , thank you  



Permanent 
talent solutions

Win talent share through 
focused and agile talent 
strategies and recruitment 
process outsourcing (RPO) 
programs that deliver -
measurable and sustainable 
results.

Contingent 
talent solutions

Access human intelligence on-
demand through strategic 
managed services programs 
(MSP) that create possibilities 
for strategic experimentation 
while fulfilling immediate talent 
needs.

Integrated 
talent solutions

Fuel business agility and results 
by moving beyond traditional 
talent silos to unleash the full 
potential of your talent through 
a fully integrated talent 
program.

Drive business success 
with a total talent solution
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Randstad is a 22 billion dollar global talent solutions company.I represent Randstad Enterprise  - which is outsourcing, vendor management and coaching/ As an example on how our clients can leverage us by outsourcing recruitment. We would have a dedicated team, with technology designed specifically to meet the clients needs. Clients like Meta, Google, Microsoft and J&J.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Randstad takes a touch and tech approach to all solutions.Hundreds of tools hit the RPO marketplace each year. Technology by itself is never the disruptor; not being customer-centric is the biggest threat to any business. True innovation for us is understanding and solving customer challengesWe are continuously screening the HR Tech market and building relationships with key vendors co-creating and rapid prototyping with real customer needs.We have been utilizing A. I . for  over 10 years. There are multiple types of A.I. that have been around for years but generative AI (chat got)  brought it  to the forefront and accelerated the usage and popularity.A.I. is leveraged to solve a problem for clients.As an example would be we had a Financial services company who we have partnered with for over 10 years. This client had 35,000 job applicant in 2022 and in 2023 they had 35,000 applicant with the same team size of recruiters. We implemented a technology to pre match the most qualified  candidates to the jobs saving 50% of the recruiters time while having the ability to spend time where a human is needed. They were able to  focus on the areas that added more value.



Customer Success is the business 
methodology of ensuring customers 
achieve their desired  business 
outcomes while using our service.

It’s at the heart of what we do and we 
are recognized as the market leader in 
talent experience for enterprise 
buyers, hiring managers and 
candidates. 

RSR’s integrated closed loop customer 
success model to reduce churn and 
accelerate customer expansion. 

Randstad Client Experience Approach

Objectives

Optimize best practice sharing 
across customers

Reduce customer churn and remove 
“surprise” of customer attrition - 
measurable ROI

Improve objective investment 
decisions

More credible case studies to 
support new client acquisition

How

Using data for a 
comprehensive view 

of customer sentiment 
throughout entire 

lifecycle.

Continuously 
monitoring customer 

health to drive 
improvement.

Proactive listening to 
what our customers 
truly value to enable 
exceptional delivery.

Customer 
Success 
Office
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Over 3 years ago we created the customer success function globally with the focus on gaining feedback from customers and taking this data to create insights to make recommendations to the business on value proposition, reduce customer churn develop case studies based on client experiences. In three years we have increased from our NPS from 18-60, had a higher level of client engagement and expanded the scope of the function to other businesses.



Customer Journey & Touchpoints
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High touch approach to gain feedback from client from various personas and important 
moments in journey.

Key stakeholder 
survey

Hiring Manager and 
Candidate program

• Bi-annual survey (NPS and CSAT)
• Benchmark data
• Close the loop
• Analysis and recommendations

• Gain feedback on day to day
• Quarterly roll up-shared in 

QBR

evolve & renewrenewal

• Year over year data and insights 
• Continuous improvement
• Case studies-partner with Marketing
• Client roundtables and engagements

• Utilize all feedback in identifying 
best renewal strategy 

• Measure & learn - win or lose

60 day after launchimplementation

• Partner with OPEX on gaining 
early feedback-proactive 
approach on problem 
identification

win/loss review

• Diagnostic of implementation 
experience focusing on 
workstreams 

• Live interviews with client to 
gain understanding of overall 
sales experience. Measure 
and learn

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we built out the NPS we identified we needed to have different touchpoints with  the customer to gain continuous feedback depending on what part of the journey they are on.The client journey begins with win/loss reviews- many companies utilize and outside firm to conduct, but we created a methodology and process where we have a 99% participation rate, where we can give sales valuable insights from these interviews to make tweaks in the way we sell as well as understand what the client needs/wants.And it goes on from there after a client’s solution is implemented , 60 day after go live as this is a critical time,  Key stakeholder survey twice a year along with client calls Quarterly hiring manager and candidate feedback  Lastly renewal feedback.We have a high tough approach with a mix of surveys and live interviews to gain the most valuable feedback. 



What is generative AI and how can I utilize
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Generative AI refers to a class of artificial intelligence techniques 
that enable machines to generate original content such as 
images, text, and music. These techniques are based on deep 
learning algorithms and neural networks that can learn from large 
amounts of data, and use it to generate new output. 
The most popular application of generative AI tool is ChatGPT.

Generative AI capabilities

Generating content and ideas

Improving efficiency

Personalizing experiences

Analysis of feedback

Creating scripts and summary of slides

Creating and updating Surveys 

Internal and client communications templates

Data analysis of various touch points

Training videos

Developing and updating strategy

Summarizing client interviews

Creating and updating process

Identifying issues in process

Pulling key themes from data and comments across 
client journey

Ideas on utilizing A.I.  in Customer Experience

image: midjourney

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since we grew so quickly and expanded our scope we  wanted to identify ways in which we could utilize A.I. similar to how we have helped our clients solve their problems.So we started to play with the tools , here are some ways we use it with the team:Analysis of feedbackCreating scripts and summary of slidesCreating and updating Surveys Internal and client communications templatesData analysis of various touch pointsTraining videosDeveloping and updating strategySummarizing client interviewsCreating and updating processIdentifying issues in processPulling key themes from data and comments across client journey



Survey questions writing:

"generate a new survey with current questions to 
ensure client centricity is at the heart of what we 
do”

Example of Prompts 
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Onboarding plan for new hires:

"create a 30-day onboarding plan for new hires in 
the customer experience team focusing on Medallia 
product training, customer success road map, team 
integration, and initial performance goals."

Strategy:

Generate 2024 Customer Experience strategy 
(insert 2023 goals and objectives and new goals).
or "propose a strategy for improving retention of 
customer located in ________, considering current 
industry trends and best practices in B to B 
customer experience.

Analyse feedback with specific intent

Summarize the feedback(insert all feedback. 
Focus on feedback specific to strengths. 
What are you recommendations?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To make it come to life, I just wanted to share some example of prompts to utilize- which you tweak to suit your needs. SurveysStrategyTeam trainingAnalysisAt the end of the deck we have shared with you some resources on how to utilize A.I. and free resources.As a take away-Identify use cases within your organization and share where AI can provide valueLook through some recommended tools and create an account if you’ve never experimented with AI Apply AI tools to enhance your own work or personal lives, generate ideas or spark creativity    Many companies has a set of guidelines on how to use responsibility and some are just building their roadmaps. My partner Morgan is going to give you more insights on AI and things to consider depending on the maturity of your company’s strategy. 



Thank you!
Questions?



Popular Gen AI LLM Tools*

16 *not an exhaustive list

What is It Key Features

Chat GPT
https://chat.openai.com/

ChatGPT is an advanced language 
model developed by OpenAI 
designed to generate human-like 
text responses.

Free version 
• Answers general knowledge and general research, idea creation, writing emails, and 

summarizing
• Trained on data up to January 2022

Paid version 
• Chat with voice 
• Create and interact with images
• Use and build custom GPTs for specific tasks

Note: Does not reference source material

Google Bard 
https://bard.google.com/

Built by Google’s family of large 
language models with similar 
performance to ChatGPT-4.

• Automates tasks such scheduling meetings and summarizing emails
• Can be paired with google applications and seamlessly integrate with google search
• Can export output to Google Workspaces such as  Google Docs and gmail

Note: Currently only accessed through personal google account

Microsoft Bing Chat
https://www.bing.com/chat

Bing Chat is an AI assistant powered 
by ChatGPT-4 that can help you 
browse the web in a more intuitive 
and interactive way. 

Basic version
• Chat using text, voice, images
• Summarize documents and web pages
• Can use copilot GPTs

Pro version 
• Access to copilot features in Microsoft 365 (e.g. Word, Excel, etc.)
• Access to the latest models including chatgpt-4
• Can build custom copilot GPTs for specific tasks

1/2

https://chat.openai.com/
https://bard.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/chat


Popular Gen AI LLM Tools*
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Anthropic Claude
https://claude.ai/

Designed using a technique called 
Constitutional AI which places 
emphasis on privacy, being 
harmless, and promoting 
truthfulness

• Used for large text processing and summarization. Can process up to 200,000 context tokens or 
150,000 words or 500 pages of text content

• Offers full persona customization with paid version 

Poe AI 
https://www.poe.com

Developed by Quora, a platform 
that lets people ask questions, get 
instant answers, and have back-
and-forth conversations with a 
wide variety of bots powered by 
third-party LLMs and developers, 
including OpenAI and Anthropic

• Used to ask questions and obtain answers from a range of AI bots including ChatGPT and Claude 
• Offers advanced customization for all bots with paid version 

Perplexity AI 
https://www.perplexity.ai/

AI-chat based conversational search 
engine to get instant answers to 
questions with sources and citations 
powered by a variety of LLMs 
including ChatPT 

Free Version
• Search the web and use up to 5 co-pilot queries every 4 hours

Paid Version
• Unlimited copilot usage 
• Access to GPT-4 and other advanced AI models
• Unlimited file uploads 

2/2

What is It Key Features

https://claude.ai/
https://www.poe.com/
https://www.perplexity.ai/


Prompt Engineering

• OpenAI prompt engineering guide
• Prompt Engineering Guides: General
• Videos on general prompting best practices: 

Short and Long 

Generative AI Resources
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Conferences 

• AI4Talent
• Generative AI Summit
• SourceCon 
• The AI Conference
• Ai4
• World AI Summit
• RecFest

Learning Courses

• Introduction to generative AI
• Introduction to large language models
• AI for everyone
• Fundamentals of generative AI
• AI for beginners - by Microsoft

Blogs/Articles/Webinars   

• One Useful Thing
• Full Stack HR
• TL;DR AI
• Harness the potential of gen AI in HR

https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/prompt-engineering
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XiaebNmxe2bVCpw-tgL90UW95nNPfc_GMiQbMg4QCwQ/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jC4v5AS4RIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZvnD73m40o
https://ai4talent.com/event/
https://www.aidataanalytics.network/events-generativeaisummit
https://conference.sourcecon.com/
https://aiconference.com/
https://ai4.io/vegas/
https://worldsummit.ai/all-events/
https://recfest.com/
https://lnkd.in/d6Ard__B
https://lnkd.in/dbQR8PJr
https://lnkd.in/dKFGrZUV
https://lnkd.in/dXGUxPVj
https://lnkd.in/duGaKEmu
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/
https://www.fullstackhr.io/
https://tldr.tech/ai
https://hr.mcleanco.com/research/ss/harness-the-potential-of-generative-ai-in-hr
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